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"Krsnadevaraya states in his AmitktamalyadaVnat he composed some works in Sanskrit, i//2

Madalasacarita, Jnanacintamani, Sakalakathasarasangraha, Satyavadhuprinana and Rasamanjai
Some verses from the Rasamanjan and Satyavadhuprinana are cited in the Sanskrit anthologici

work called the Prapancadarpana, (A Ms. of this work was acquired near the border of Orissa for the Madr;

Government Oriental Mss. Library), in which, however, these works are attributed not to Krsnaraya himse

but to his poet laureate Allasani Peddana. It may, however, be noted that, like other anthologies, th

Prapancadarpana also shows a good deal of confusion regarding the authorship of works cited in i

A play ascribed to Krsnaraya, called the Jambavatikalyana not mentioned in the Amuktamalyad
is found in the Sarasvati Mahal Library at Tanjore. A part of the prastavana in this play is lost. Bi

what remains of the prastavana and the colophon makes it clear that Krsnaraya is the author of th

work.

A new Sanskrit work of Krsnaraya has been recently discovered in the Madras Governmei

Oriental Mss. Library. The Ms. is a fragment containing only the introductory portion of tri

work. The names of the work and the author cannot be distinctly made out, but from tri

verses that are preserved, there can be no doubt that the work was written by Krsnadevaray,
From the drift of the verses we can make out the name of the work as th

Sakalakathasarasangraha. In the Amuktamalyada it is said that Krsnadevaraya culled out storie

from Sruti, Pura.no., Upapurana and Samhita and composed the Sakalakathasara- sangraha. Tr

Ms. mentioned above answers this description. Therefore I have identified it as th

Sakalakathasarasangraha,

Krsnaraya states that he undertook to write this work at the command of his Guru Vyasa Tirth

Vyasamya is said to have been a Guru of Krsnadevaraya according to Madhva literary tradition; bi

no exact reference to this fact is found in any known historical work. It is noteworthy that this fact

explicitly mentioned in this work composed by Krsnadevaraya himself. The poet Ayyalarfc

Ramabhadrabegan to compose inTelugu at the instance of Krsnadevaraya a big VaisnavitePrabandt

called Sakalakathasarasangrahamu, to be dedicated to the king, (This work was intended to be dedicated n

to the King Krsnaraya but to Balakrsna the Lord whom they worshiped. This correction was given by Sri Sastri in his no

"Balakrsnn not Krsnadcva" See Telugumerugulu PP. 1 43-1 47 (1 948; 1 960)) (Pflrisistem-3)but owing probably to tr

unexpected death of the Raya, the work was not completed. This unfinished work is available in tr

Madras Government Oriental Mss. Library. It can be inferred that this Telugu compilation oiRambhad

is an adaption of the Raya 's Sanskrit work of the same name, mentioned in the Amuktamalyada, ar
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tten by the Raya at the instance of Vyasaraya as is known from the available fragmentary
.There seems to be a similar connection between the Sanskrit Sutyavadhiiprinana of Krsnaraya
i the Telugu Parijatapaharana of Nandi Timmanna, both of which deal with the same story. Though
Sanskrit original is not available, its Telugu adaptation is available.

Extracts from the Madras Ms. of the Sakalakathasarasangraha of Krsnaraya.
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